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Genuine Accessories
Broaden your horizons with a variety of Honda Genuine
Accessories. These made-to-measure accessories will
accommodate all your riding needs to guarantee a comfortable
and satisfying ride, whether it’s a short city commute or a

leisurely weekend out on the road. All our accessories come
with a two-year warranty.
Please visit our website at www.honda-access.com



Comfort

08F75-MEH-840 NH-A66 Pearl Sunbeam White
08F75-MEH-810 NH-B01 Graphite Black
08F75-MEH-850 NH-A95 Sword Silver Metallic

high-quality backrest with inclination
to support passenger
design perfectly fits the bike's sleek
silhouette

Backrest

08F75-MEH-840B NH-A66 Pearl Sunbeam White
08F75-MEH-810B NH-B01 Graphite Black
08F75-MEH-850B NH-A95 Sword Silver Metallic

supreme quality, colour-matched
cruising backrest with inclining
cushion for excellent passenger
comfort
features 11 L of loading capacity to
store valuable belongings or small
goods
luxurious design perfectly fits the
bike's sleek silhouette
bracket included

Cruising backrest

08T50-MEH-800

patented heat-adjustable grip heater
integrated circuit to protect the battery
from draining
special heat-resistant glue available

Grip heater kit

Decoration

08F85-MEH-800

set of beautiful 3D gold-coloured
logos for the DN-01
to be installed on top of the sticker
logos at the side of the bike
gives the bike a stylish final touch

Gold emblem set

08P54-MEH-810

tailor-made chrome 3D-shape centre
cowl cover
gives the bike a stylish touch
chrome

Cover center cowl (1)

08P54-MEH-820

tailor-made chrome 3D-shape centre
cowl cover
gives the bike a stylish touch
carbon-print

Cover center cowl (2)

Protection

08P34-BC3-801

protects paintwork against U.V. rays
water-resistant breathable fabric that
allows the bike to dry up while covered
rope to tighten the cover to avoid
fluttering
two holes in front lower area for easy
introduction of U-lock

Outdoor cycle cover

Audio and Electronics

08A40-MEH-801

contains navigation unit component,
controller, earphone, manual, MC car
kit, unit attachment kit, and battery
contains additional steering handle
clamps for visual integration of the
component

Honda motorcycle navigation kit

DN-01



Anti-Theft

08E55-MEH-800A

compact alarm unit with 118dB siren
and back-up battery
low-consumption sleep mode to
protect the battery from draining
movement and shock detector
featuring 8 sensitivity settings
easy and reliable model-specific
installation by means of connectors
and pre-wiring

AVERTO alarm kit

08M53-MEE-800

tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock
fits under the seat

U-Lock 123-217

Other

08712-000-1

special heat-resistant glue for heated
grips

Honda bond A

DN-01
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